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ABSTRACT

SUSTAINME~T IN A SECONDARY THEATER: AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFECT OF
TRANSPORTATICN CN CAMPAI( EXECUTION IN NORTH AFRICA, 1941-1942, AND ITS
RELEVANCE TO SOEJfEST ASIA, by Major Philip L. Idiart, USA, 61 pages.

This monograph discusses operational sustainment in a secondary theater of
war. Essentially, this study asks, given horizontal escalation in a global
conflict 4iere Central Europe is the primary theater, ,hat is the effect of
operational sustainment, specifically transportation, upon campaign execution
in a secondary theater of war.

This monograph is a historical analysis of the German World War II experience
in the North African campaign. German operational sustainment, specifically
theater infrastructure, sustainment base, lines of communicat ion,
transportation and interdiction are examined based on the available historical
records and contemporary literature to isolate those essential sustainment
conditions that impacted upon cperational execution. Having determined these,
those elements that influenced execution are then isolated and a set of
relevant principles that impact on campaign execution are derived.
Subsequently, the World War II secondary theater in North Africa is contrasted
with a hypothetical yet potential secondary theater of war in-Southwest Asia.
Afterwhich, these sustainment effects are then compared with the evolving
battlefield since World War II to determine the effect this has on the
historically derived principles. Finally, the conclusions of this analysis
are compared to current sustainment doctrine bD determine operational and
sustainment implications for Southwest Asia.

Among the conclusions drawn frau this analysis as bo the effect of
transportation upon campaign execution are: First, as supply is dependent
upon transport, transport shortfalls or failures hastened by extended depth
and interdiction will precipitate one's culminating point. Second and most
importantly, in an overseas theater of significant depth 4iere nobility is
paramount, transport becomes a decisive point at the operational level.
Finally, this study concludes that current AirLand Battle doctrine concerning
operational sustainment, transportation and culminating points is both
adequate and sound.
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Throughout military history, logistics has influenced and in some cases

determined not only the course of battles, operations and campaigns, but the

outcome as well. Numerous historians such as Martin van Creveld, Ronald L~ewin

and Martin Blumenson have recently noted and examined the importance of

logistics to operations. Blumenson in a recent article noted, "It is perhaps

a law of warfare that armies usually fight with inadequate supplies. The

tyranny of logistics denies inits whtat they deem to be enough resources to

engage in battle or a campaign." Although it has influenced the conduct of

war throughout history, the imortance of logistics to success in battle has

*significantly increased in the late 19th and 20th centuries. With the

ever-increasing size, technological sophistication and complexity of armies

and battlefields, the role and importance of logistics has similarly

broadened. Log istics influences in varying degree all theaters of war.

However, its effect is especially significant in secondary theaters of war

where economiy of forces and resources is practiced in order to concentrate in

the primary theater of wr. Considering this and the ever-increasing impact

of technology today, the importance of sustainment in secondary theaters of

war is even more significant today than previously.

Potential confrontAtion between the Warsaw Pact and NATO suggests that

conventional combat in the future will most likely occur in Central Europe.

However, conflicting US and Soviet interests in the Middle East also suggest

Southwest Asia as a potential combat theater. Furthermore, the likelihood of

horizontal escalation promises that Southwest Asia will be a secondary theater

Al of war while Central Europe remains the primary theater of war. As such,
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Southwest Asia pronises to challenge operational planners and practitioners as

its inhospitable environment, austere sustainment infrastructure, minimal host

nation support and secondary resource priority will dramatically influence the

conduct of the campaign and operations. Considering these conditions, an

important question must be posed. Given horizontal escalation in a global

conflict where Central Europe is the primary theater, what is the effect of

operational sustainment, specifically transportation, upon campaign execution

in a secondary theater of war? In an attempt to answer this question, this

paper will examine in detail the concept of transportation and its effect upon

campaign execution - what it has meant historically and what it means today.

In his book On War, Clausewitz reminds us that "historical examples

clarify everything and also provide the best kinds of proof in the empirical

sciences. This is particularly true in the art of war. " 2 Clausewitz goes

on to state that there are four levels of historical analysis characterized by

the different uses of historical examples. First, historical examples may

simply explain an idea. Secondly, they may serve to demonstrate the

application of an idea. Third, one can appeal to historical facts to support

a statement. Finally, the detailed presentation of an historical event, and

the combination of several events, makes it possible to deduce a conclusion

wherein the proof is in the evidence itself. 3  Therefore, a detailed

analysis and presentation of historical examples of major operations and

battles where transportation affected their execution should allow us to

isolate those conditions affecting campaign execution.

Given that World War II provides the most commonly known examples of high

intensity operations, we need to determine which campaigns of that conflict

-2-
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would provide us the most relevant examples for analysis. As the North

African campaign was essentially a secondary theater conducted principally in

an austere desert environment, historical analysis of the German experience

would be most relevant to Southwest Asia today. 4  This study examines the

German experiences during Rmmnel's first offensive to include Operation

Battleaxe, the subsequent British counter-offensive beginning with Operation

Crusader, Rxmnel's second offensive ending in the battle of Alam Halfa and

finally kumrel's operational defeat during Operation Lightfoot -- the second

battle of El Alamein. These historical examples are then analyzed to uncover

those essential sustainment conditions that impacted upon Axis cperational

execution. Having determined these, elenents that influenced execution are

then isolated and a set of relevant principles that impact on campaign

execution are drived. We will then contrast the World War II secondary

theater in North Africa with a hypothetical yet potential secondary theater of

war in Southwest Asia. Having done so, we will then compare these sustainment

efforts with the evolving battlefield since World War II to determine %hat

effect this has on the historically derived principles. Finally, the

conclusions of this analysis will be compared to current doctrine to determine

operational and sustainment implications for Southwest Asia.

SUSTAINMET AND MEE OPERATIONAL LEVEL OF WR

m To further narrow the scope of this paper and to provide a cum, n

understanding, some explanation of terms is required. First, we will examine

what is meant by the terms logistics and sustainment at the cperational level;

what they are theoretically and doctrinally; and why they are important.

Having done so, we will continue by clarifying what is meant by
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transportation. Finally, we will define what is meant by distribution.

Historian Martin van Creveld defines logistics as the practical art of

moving armies and keeping them supplied. 5  This definition provides us a

startpoint, but let us examine it further. Logistics in a theoretical sense

encompasses all activities to bring an army to battle. As such, it concerns

itself with maintenance, supply, lines of communications and bases of

operation. In The Art of War, Jdmini defined logistics as:

...the art of moving armies. It comprises the order and details
of marches and camps, and of quartering and supplying troops;
in a word it is the execution of strategic and tactical
enterprises. Logistics comprises the means gnd arrangements
which work out the plans of strategy and tactics.

Elaborating further, Jomini wrote that logistics involved providing for

the successive arrival of convoy of supplies and the establishment and

organization of lines of operations and supplies. 7  Having examined the

theoretical definition of logistics, let us now proceed to its doctrinal

definition.

FM 100-16 Support Operations: Echelons Above Corps defines operational

logistics as an essential military operation which takes the means of war from

the heart of the nation to the battle area in the right quantity at the right

time. Explaining further FM 100-16 adds, "it includes the reception of

material, port handling, storage, transportation, maintenance, disposal of

property, and related training." 8  This definition provides us a startpoint.

However, it does not take the operational level of wer for its perspective.

Rather its focus is on describing the organization and functions of combat

-4-
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service support (CSS) operations. Brian Davenport in his monograph,

"Operational Sustainment: Defining the Realm of the Possible," points out

that the critical shortfall of this manual is its failure to address theater

support within the operational level context of campaigns or major

operations. 9  Therefore, we must still ask what is sustainment at the

operational level of war. FM 100-5, Operations which established the

operational level of war in our AirLand Battle doctrine provides us a nore

useful definition. It states:

Operational sustainment comprises those logistical and support
activities required to sustain campaigns and major operations.
Operational sustainment extends from the theater sustainment
base or bases which link strategic to theater support functions,
to the forward CSS units and facilities organic to major
tactical units.

However, if this defintion is to be of any utility, let us further narrow its

focus. Operational sustainment is essentially sustainment from the theater of

operations sustainment base(s) into the forward area of operations.

Practically speaking, operational sustainment occurs from the TAACOM to the

COSCOM. Having established a working definition of operational sustainment,

let us now examine why it is important.

Simply, an army's ability to transport and distribute material and

supplies to major operational units can make the decisive difference in the

failure or success of major operations or campaigns. Our doctrinal capstone

manual, FM 100-5, Operations recognizes this by stressing that "today the US

Army's ability to sustain its operations is nore important as an element of

combat power than ever before." 11 Elaborating further, it states that
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"sustainment is equally vital to success at both the operational and tactical

levels of war. Campaigns will often be limited in their design and execution

-0 by the support structure and resources of a theater of war.* 12

Having examined the nature and imprtance of logistics and operational

sustainment in the doctrinal and theoretical sense, let us now proceed further

to narrow the focus of this paper by defining 4iat is meant by transportation

and distribution. FM4 100-10, Com~bat Service Support defines transportation

as:

Those services related to the movement of personnel and material
to meet the Army's requirements and commitments. Without

adequate transportation, the successful support of combat
operations is impossible. It is the means of distributing
supplies, evacuating da~iged equipment, and moving personnel
to where they are needed.

For the purpose of this study, this definition serves as startpoint.

Howver, we need to expand this definition to include not only transportation

means and assets, but also systems as well. By this means, we will include in

ourdefnitonthe esablihmet, adjustment admanagement of lines of

support and communications, and the transshipment of material and supplies at

terminal nodes. Thus, for the purpose of clarity in this paper,

transportation at the operational level of war consists of those services,

assets and systems involved in the movement of supplies and material to

support major operations and campaigns. Hence, operational transportation
involves the movement of material and supply from the theater of war through

the theater of operations uo the tactical support bases. Finally, let usI examine what is meant by the term distribution. FM 100-16 defines it as:

U -6-
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The functional phase of logistics that embraces the dispensing of
mater ialIs, supplIies, equipment, products or services, according
to need, requisition, orders, ngPI 2S, etc. It includes the

A authorized delivery of such things.

II. THE NORTHI AFRICAN CAMPAIGN, 1941-1942

Prior to the Second Wrld War, the Mediterranean was a mixture of

ccinpeting French, Italian and British interests. Further, both Italy and

Britain had conflicting interests in North Africa. Consequently, Italy's

invasion of Ethiopia in 1935 caused grave concern for the Egyptians who feared

further Italian expansion. With the Suez Canal and ultimately Mideast oil at

stake, British attention soon turned to North Africa. 1Thus, the stage was

set for a clash between Italy and Britain in the Mediterranean.

THE STRATEGIC SITUATION (Map A)

Following the outbreak of the war, the Italian strategic aim in this arena

was dcm~inance on the continent of Africa. Observing the direction of the

German campaign in Western Europe, Italy declared war on France and England on

1 1 June 1940. With France defeated and England fighting for its very

existence, it seerned an opportune nKxnent for Mu.ssolini to make some quick

conquests of his own, specifically to seize British interests in the

Mediterranean area. 2  By contrast, British strategic aims were defense of

the homne islands, preservation of the integrity of British territory and the

defense of vital interests. 1lb achieve these aims, British intent was to hold

against the Germans while concentrating to defeat the Italians.
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In August 1940, Mussolini ordered Marshal Graziani to advance into Eygpt.

A month later, the Italian 10th Army crossed the frontier and contacted the

British. However, Graziani soon stopped his forces at Sidi Barrani short of

the British main body at Mersa Matruh. 4  While the Italians garrisoned Sidi

Barrani, General Wavell planned a counteroffensive. On 9 December 1940, the

Western Desert Force struck the Italians and in the ensuing battle

4precipitated their withdrawal. In the subsequent pursuit, the British quickly

pushed the Italians some 500 miles back to Beda Famm. Initially the Germans

had no intention of becoming involved in Italy's Nbrth African campaign.

However, the Italian reversal concerned Hitler. Although he felt that even

the loss of North Africa was militarily tolerable to the Axis, Hitler feared
5

the political implications of such a development. Thus, he found it

necessary to cane to their relief and a Sperrverband (blocking detachment) was

sent to North Africa to stem the British advance. 6

.°,

R OMMEL'S FIRST OFFENSIVE

When the first German elements arrived at Tripoli in February 1941, the

operational aim was essentially to defend Tripolitania. According to then

Lieutenant Colonel Westphal, "the intention was merely to hold an expanded

"7bridgehead, a ring around Tripoli. "  However, Rommel as commander of the

Deutsches Afrika Korps (DAK) had different and broader aims. After his

arrival in theater, he immediately directed reconnaissance elements to the

east in search of better defensive terrain. Following the initial clash

between British and German reconnaissance elements on 24 February, Rommel

directed elements of the 5th Light Division to continue their movement

eastward. In little more than a month, Romnel's eastward reconnaissance not

_-8-
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only extended the defensive line more than 300 miles east of Tripli, the Axis

theater sustainment base, but also extended his line of camunications (LOC)

as well. 8  what began initially as a reconnaissance - a look around the

corner - soon turned into a series of probing attacks. 9

On 23 March, reconnaissance elements of DAK were ordered to probe the

British positions at El Agheila. Upon finding them a hollow shell, Rmmel

boldly ordered the 3d Reconnaissance Battalion to attack the next day. This

attack in turn precipitated a British withdrawal to Mersa el Brega. Rnmmel

sensed that the British had severely thinned their defenses.1 0  Contrary

to a standing directive to remain on the defensive, Rmmel instead initiated

an attack by elements of the 5th Light Division toward Mersa el Brega. 11

Consequently, kommel began his first offensive to drive the supply and

equipment constrained British forces eastward across Cyrenaica. The British,

already overextended with their armored vehicles badly in need of overhaul,

were pushed past the ports of Derna and Tobruk and eventually to the Egyptian

Frontier.
12

The attack on 31 March transitioned quickly into a pursuit as the thin

British defenses disintergrated. Immediately, Pbnmel's cperational aim

shifted to securing not only Benghazi but also all of Cyrenaica as the

'Benghazi area could not be held by itself. 13  Thus began the so-called

"Cyrenaica Raid" (Map B). In rapid succession, DA captured Mersa el Brega

(31 March), Agedabia and the port of Zuetina (2 April), Benghazi (3 April), El

Mechili and Derna (8 April), and finally reached Tobruk on 11 April. 4  As

the British continued their retreat, Pamiel completed the encirclement of

Tobruk and penetrated inside the Egyptian frontier to Sollum. Hence, the

-9-



breakthrough at Mersa el Brega had precipitated a week long 500 mile British

retreat. Although the German-Italian pursuit successfully pushed the British

back inside Egypt, it failed to achieve a decisive victory ,hile adding 700

miles to the already extended LOC. 15 Thereby, Riunel began to hasten his

offensive culminating point.

Arriving at Tobruk, kumel launched a series of unsuccessful attacks to

capture the port. Having failed to seize it quickly and with his forces

nearing culmination, Rirml paused to gather strength and plan for Tobruk's

capture. His focus now on Tobruk, Ikmmel directed the establishment of

defenses at Sollum, Bardia and Halfaya Pass to prevent Tobruk's relief.

Rammel needed the port of Tobruk for several reasons. First, the Italian

transport fleet made little use of Benghazi and his LOC was overextended some

1000 miles back to Tripoli.16 As a result, he needed an intermediate

sustainment base. Moreover, Tobruk as a port was the best harbor in

Cyrenaica, perhaps in all of North Africa. Tobruk also blocked a 22 mile

stretch of the coastal highway, the only high speed avenue of approach and

major LOC to the Egyptian border. As a result, Tobruk thus forced Axis supply

convoys onto a 50 mile inland detour along a desert track %here the desert

sand made the trip extremely difficult. Finally, with Tobruk in British

*hands, lmanel dared not resume his offensive as the Australian garrison could

sever his LOC at any time. 17  Thus, the Axis operational aim, driven by

the problems of supply, became the seizure of Tobruk. By contrast the British

aim was to hold and deny the Germans the port. Further, Wavell needed to tie

down Axis forces for two months to allow reinforcements to be brought in to

augment the defenses of Egypt.

-10-
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While elements of DAK were overextended inside E)ypt and with 1ummel 's

attention focused on Tbruk, Wavell set in motion a counterattack. As the

15th Panzer Division would arrive soon in theater, the British could not wait.

As a result, Operation Brevity, a limited spoiling attack designed to secure

jumping-off positions for the major counteroffensive to follow in the summer,

was launched prematurely on 15 May.19 while the Germans were weak at

Halfaya Pass and the Axis armor was close to Tobruk, Wavell's plan called for

an attack along three axes: one toward Sidi Azeiz, one toward Capuzzo and the

third for Halfaya Pass. 20  Although the British seized Capuzzo and Halfaya

Pass quickly, their separate and uncoordinated advance permitted Rcinel bo

mass his armor and counterattack each column separately. Realizing the

importance of Halfaya Pass, imunel dispatched a strong German force that drove

the British out of the pass. This final engagement signified the abortive

conclusion of Operation Brevity.

Following the unsuccessful Operation Brevity, Wavell, under extreme

political pressure from Churchill, launched Operation Battleaxe (Map C) on 15

June. The operational concept was fundamentally the same as Brevity but on a

larger scale. Essentially, the intent was to defeat the Axis forces at the

frontier, relieve Tobruk then exploit to Derna and El Mechili to complete the

destruction of the Axis forces and thereby gain a decisive victory in North

Africa.2 1  By contrast, the German defensive plan hinged on a strong

defense of the critical passes, Halfaya and Sollum. Earlier during the

ill-fated Operation Brevity, Pommel had grasped the significance of this 1ey

terrain to his position at Tobruk. 22  Accordingly these passes, especially

Halfaya, had been converted into almost impregnable positions.

-11-



The ensuing three-day battle was not a success for the British. Air

reconnaissance reports and radio intercepts alerted the Germans. Stopping one

British advance at Halfaya, Rimmel massed his armor - 5th Light and 15th

Panzer Divisions - into one center of gravity to strike the British armor

south of Fbrt Capuzzo. Afterwards the 5th Light Division was to move toward

Halfaya Pass to sever the British WDC and line of retreat. Although

successful in stopping the offensive and precipitating the British withdrawal,

RImmel failed to trap the British force and complete its destruction. 2 3

Thus ended a phase in the campaign where both combatants reached cperational

culmination. During the ensuing operational pause which lasted three months,

the British changed ccmmanders while both sides sought to improve their

logistical posture for future cperations. 24

THE BRITISH CUNTED FFENSIVE

Throughout this cperational pause, Axis planning was conditioned by the

problems of supply. 2 5  Rmwel was concerned that the interdiction of his

sea lines of camunication (SLOCs) and LOC would allow the British build-up to

overwhelm him eventually by its sheer weight. Moreover, to continue the

offensive into Egypt, he needed the port facilities at Tobruk and to eliminate

the British forces in his rear. Accordingly, 1cnmel sought and received

permission to eliminate Tobruk.26 As a result, Tobruk became Rmmel's

primary objective which was to be stormed at the end of November.

While Panzer Gruppe Afrika gathered its strength for the planned seizure

of Tobruk, Auchinleck launched Operation Crusader (Map D) on 18 bvember. Its

operational aim was the destruction of Axis armor and secondarily, the relief
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of Tobruk. To accuplish these aims, Auchinleck directed XXX Corps to swing

around the Axis southern flank to Gabr Saleh where he assumed unel would

mass his armor for the climactic battle. 27 Concurrently, XIII Corps would

assault the Axis line in the north to tie down forces. XXX Corps would then

link up with XIII Corps and both would relieve Tbbruk before the final

clearance of Cyrenaica. 28

Initially the British attack did not divert Rmmel's attention frum

Tobruk. However, convinced finally that the British were involved in a

serious offensive, Rmmnel shelved his plan for Tobruk and turned his attention

to this threat. As the battle unfolded, the desert terrain south of Tobruk -

Sidi Rezegh - became the decisive point of the operation. In the ensuing

three days, the British fed their armored brigades piecemeal into this

cauldron where the massed armor of DAK under Cruewell destroyed them (Map E).

By 23 November -- Tbtensonntag - virtually every British formation had taken

heavy punishment with Rommel the tactical victor. 29  Gauging his

opponent's frame of mind, Rxmnel took his remaining armor and went all out for

the Egyptian border on 24 November in his famous "dash to the wire"

(Map F) .30 Pamiel's aim was to threaten the enemy rear and force

Cunningham to give up the offensive and withdraw. Although his penetration --

some 15 miles inside Egypt - shook Cunningham, Rummel's attempt to

concentrate on the frontier failed to shake Auchinleck. Instead the British

forces now in rnmmel's rear did not withdraw but continued their attack. On

A26 November, XIII Corps' New Zealand Division broke through to Tobruk. With

A the relief of Tobruk, Fbmnel saw no immediate hope in seizing the port and so

fell back to Sidi Rezegh.
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Returning to Sidi Rezegh, Raumel and his fuel-starved armor became

embroiled in a battle that would last 10 more days. Although he succeeded in

laying siege to Tobruk aain on 30 November, the tempo of cperations and

degradation of his sustainment only hastened his culmination. Moreover, Axis

sustainment was exacerbated by the air interdiction of WCs and ports and

attacks upon supply columns by British armored cars. 3 1  Because of these

raiding activities, Axis resupply and transport was restricted to the hours of

darkness. Ihis led to a fifty percent reduction in sustainment capability.

By 6 December, Rommel had finally reached his culminating point and the Axis

forces began their withdrawal to Gazala where the Italians were strengthening

its existing defenses. On 15 December, the British attacked these defenses

precipitating a further Axis withdrawal the next day (Map G). Despite the

British pursuit, the Axis withdrawal was orderly. Through successive and

skillful delaying actions, iummel managed to avoid encirclement and further

damage while exhausting his pursuers. On 10 January 1942 Rmuel reached El

Agheila where a coherent defensive line was established.

RCMMEL'S SECOND OFFENSIVE

With his IC shortened and forces resupplied, Rommel was ready to strike

again. Catching the British 8th Army overextended and deployed with its

divisions beyond supporting distance of each other, the newly formed Panzer

Armee Afrika attacked Mersa el Brega on 21 January 1942 (Map H). 3 2  As in

the previous yar, the assault transitioned quickly into a pursuit as the

attack rolled the 8th Army back. In rapid succession, Rmel recaptured

Agedabia and Beda Famm (22 January), Msus (25 January) and Benghazi (29

January) as the British withdrew before him. On 30 January, Ritchie ordered
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the 8th Army to fall back to a defensive line at Gazala to cover Tobruk. 3 3

By 6 February, Panzer Armee Afrika recaptured Derna and El Mechili and pushed

the British - badly hurting for went of suppli - back to Gazala. Here,

throughout the rest of the winter, an cperational pause ensued. 34  However

brilliant the advance was, Rlommel had again overextended his WOC from Tripoli

by 500 miles.

In late May, londel was ready to resume the offensive. To attack the

British defensive line at Gazala (Map I), his plan called for Group Cruewell

- X and XXI Corps (4 Italian infantry divisions) - to conduct feints in the

north to tie down and deceive British forces while the DAK with the 90th

Light, and the attached Ariete and Trieste divisions enveloped the British

southern flank around Bir Hacheim with a thrust north deep into the British

rear. 35  Fundamentally the plan hinged on the rapid elimination of Bir

4Hacheim along with a preconceived reaction by British armor.36

The attack that began on 26 May made excellent initial progress. However,

heavy resistance and attrition stopped the Axis advance by the third day. As

a result, Ilommel concluded that his forces must be redeployed and on 29 May he

ordered their withdrawal to a position west of Knightsbridge. After

organizing a defense of a now-consolidated penetration, the Axis forces

focused their efforts on the 150th Brigade box and by 2 June had destroyed it.

With 1iommel on the defensive, British armor assaulted the Axis position.

However, for the next 10 days the 8th Army suffered heavy tank losses as

Ritchie committed his armor brigades piecemeal into the cauldron. 3 7  WhileE the British hammered his position, knmmel assaulted Bir Hacheim with the 90th

Light and Trieste divisions. Under extreme pressure for 10 days, the
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defenders at Bir Hacheim broke out and withdrew on the night of 10-11 June.

With this position cleared and his armor resupplied, CMMel attacked out of

the cauldron roving north along the Gazala line, subduing the remaining

defensive boxes one by one (Map j).38 By 15 June, Axis armor had reached

the coast and precipitated a British withdrawal the next day.

Determined not to be stopped by a threat to his flank, Fcinel focused his

attention on Bardia and Tobruk. On 18 June, the port was once more under Axis

siege and the 90th Light Division captured Bardia the next day. 39  On 21

June, the British forces in Tobruk surrendered and with its capture, R1mmel

won a tremendous prize. Although the campaign had expended the last of the

Axis strength, the capture of vast supply stocks permitted Pitinel to postpone

his offensive culminating point and continue the offensive. 4 0

As the British withdrew first to Mersa Matruh then to El Alamein, Panzer

Armee Afrika continued its pursuit. However, after relieving Ritchie and

assuming personal ccmmand, Auchinleck turned the 8th Army around and

established a determined defense at El Alamein. Upon reaching the British

defense on 30 June, RPmmel planned for an attack the next day. Ii[mel

directed 90th Light division with Kapfgruppe Briel to penetrate the British

defenses between El Alamein and Dier el Abyad, then swing north to sever the

coastal road. Concurrently, DIK followed by the Italian XX Corps would

penetrate, then swing south thrusting into the British XIII Corps rear. 4 1

With the British southern flank tied to the El Quattara depression and their

determined resistance, rnmwel's forces were unable to penetrate the defense.

After reverting to the defensive for 4 days, Rummel launched a new attack on 8

July. Bruimel directed DAK to penetrate the New Zealand Division's defenses,
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then to exploit to the delta.42  However, by a deft combination of

offensive and defensive tactics Auchinleck kept the Pxis forces at bay. 43

Consequently, Panzer Armee Afrika throughout the month of July hammered

unsuccessfully at the British line.

Exhausted by his unsuccessful assaults and the interdiction of his SWCs,

ports and overextended LOC, Rommel paused to gather his remaining strength for

a final assault at the end of August. 4 4  Meanwhile, the British command

structure changed and their forces continued a build-up of men and material.

On 12 August, Alexander relieved Auchinleck while Montgomery assumed comand

of the 8th Army. Since the British defense grew stronger each passing day

while the Axis forces grew weaker due to interdiction, an offensive had to be

launched no later than 31 August.'" Essentially, IRimiel 's plan was a

repetition of the one he employed at Gazala. In the north, the Italian X and

XXI Corps with the 164th German Infantry Division attached would attack to

tie-down enemy forces %hile lommel's schwerpunkt - DAK with 90th Light,

Ariete and Littorio Armored divisions attached - thrust east around the the

British flank. 4 6

On the night of 30 August, Pommrel launched his last attempt to smash the

8th Army and break through to Cario and Alexandria (Map K). Crucial to the

operation was the availability of fuel and oil. However, continued

interdiction of their SLOCs, ports and LOC exacerbated Axis supply and

transport. 4 7  Although the Axis forces made initial progress, fuel became

so scarce on 1 September that only 15th Panzer Division continued the

attack. 4 8  As a result, Rmmel modified his plan and directed his attack

at a dominating terrain feature, Alam Halfa ridge. However, Montgomery
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anticipated this shift and positioned his armor accordingly. Hence, icimel

merely sent DAK on a death-ride against the strongest position of the British

defense.49 His fuel and ammunition stocks nearly depleted, foiled by

British anticipation and overwhelmed by the resistance encountered, Rmiel

abandoned his costly offensive. 5 0

Returning to his original startline, Rmmnel realized as did Montgomery,

that Alam Halfa signaled the irrevocable transfer of the initiative to the

British. 5 1  As such, the Axis forces reverted to the defensive and awaited

the inevitable British offensive. As an cperational pause ensued, Montgomery

continued his build-up of men and material to launch Operation Lightfoot,

planned for 23 October. Fundamentally, the British plan was a simple one.

Taking advantage of a 3:1 superiority in men and material, Montgaery directed

XIII Corps to conduct diversionary attacks in the south to fix Rmimel's

attention while )X= Corps with 4 infantry divisions followed by X Corps - 3

armored divisions - conducted the main attack in the north between Tiell el

Eisa and Miteiriya Ridge.52 By contrast, RPcmel's plan hinged on

corseting the Italian infantry divisions with German formations behind

extensive minefields. To the rear of this defensive line, Rmnel grouped the

Littorio Armored Division with the 15th Panzer Division in the north and the

Ariete Armored Division with the 21st Panzer Division in the south as his

counterattack forces. 53  wever, his supply situation was desperate. For

the battle, Panzer Armee Afrika was down to 3 issues of fuel - one of which

was at Benghazi -- and 8-10 issues of ammunition. 54

Following an extensive artillery preparation, the British offensive began

on the night of 23-24 October. Until the end of the nDnth, the 8th Army
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hammered at the Axis defenses while the RAF attacked Axis forces, fuel and

ammunition dumps, supply columns and the ports behind the front. Although

Rommel held the British at bay, continued attrition and interdiction exhausted

the Axis forces and supply stocks. After comitting X Corps, Montgcmery broke

the Axis defense on 2 November. TW days later, the 8th Army ompleted its

breakthrough precipitating the Panzer Armee's withdrawal on 4 November.55

The following day, Montgomery cunnitted the X Corps in the pursuit of Axis

forces. Thus, began the decisive Axis retreat that did not end until 4

February 1943 at the Mareth line - same 1350 miles away.

III. GE}4AN OPERATIONAL SUSTaINMENT

The clrsert: a tacticianIs paradise but a qLartermas1e r's heII. 1

General von Ravenstein
Commande-, 21st Pz Div

In studying Pbmmel 's campaigns in North Africa, historians have suggested

various reasons for his ultimate defeat. However some observers, to include

Rcmmel himself, have attributed supply failure as the principal cause for his

failure.2 After the war, Field Marshal Kesselring wrote, "In the final

analysis, everything to include the possession of Africa, depended upon

supply."3  In his study of the Axis supply failure, historian van Creveld

argued that the problem of supplying an Axis force for an advance into the

$ Middle East was insoluble, 4 citing transportation shortfal'-s as the primary

reason. Perhaps the best testimony came frcm Pcnrel's ex-chief of staff.

After the war, Westphal offered the following reasons for the supply failure:
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namely that the supply line had become intolerably long. As
a war harbor, Tobruk had only a very small unloading capacity,
so that we were still chiefly dependent on Benghazi, indeed also
on Tripoli. There was no railway line available; therefore,

transport had to be by lorry. Lorries were, however, in
extremely short supply. Even if they traveled 40 mile per hour,

the return journey for a column from 9enghazi to Alamein took 7
days and double the time from Tripoli.

With these points in mind, let us explore why sustainment, and

specifically transportation, failed. To do so, we will examine those

conditions that impact on operational .Austainment and transportation. These

are: infrastructure, sustainment base, lines of cmmunication, intertheater

and intratheater transportation and finally, the impact of interdiction upon

transportation. Having determined our framework for analysis, let us examine

the theater infrastructure.

THEATER INFRASTRUCIURE

The difficulty in establishing a theater sustainment base will depend

significantly upon the extent and nature of the civil and military

infrastructure within a theater.6 Nowhere was this truer than in North
Africa. As a theater of cperations, Nbrth Africa was daracterized by its

vast expanses, inhospitable terrain and austere infrastructure. Moreover,

indigenous resources were virtually nonexistent. Its vast distances and

desolate terrain rendered supply fundamental. Hence, everything required to

sustain crmbat - men, material, fuel and amunition -- was transported into

the theater of operations and then carried forward to the front. Thus the

transport of supply became indespensible. Hbwever, the austere infrastructure

in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, specifically the inadequate port facilities and

limited road and rail networks dramatically affected transportation.
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North Africa as an overseas theater of operations depended heavily on

sea transport for men, material and supply from the strategic sustainment

base. This being the case, the availability and adequacy of port facilities

to transfer supplies was critical. However, there existed only a few ports of

any value within the theater. These were Tripoli, Benghazi, Bardia, Derna and

Tobruk. Of these ports, only Tripoli, Benghazi and Tobruk were successfully

and successively employed. 7  As a port, Tripoli was capable of handling

45,000 tons of cargo monthly. By contrast, Benghazi as a port was capable of

processing 81,000 tons monthly, ubereas Tobruk's capacity was only 45,000 tons

imonthly. 8  Aside from limited ports, Axis sustainment was further

constrained throughout the campaign by the limited road network in Lybia.

Essentially, there existed only a single major paved road - the Via Balbia --

that spanned the theater of operations to serve as an LOC. Moreover, as an

LO the Via Balbia was plagued by constant disrepair, frequent flooding and

interdiction. This situation was further exacerbated by the total lack of

rail within the theater. Consequently, the lack of rail transport required

the Germans and Italians to transport all supplies by truck or coastal

shipping. It was not until Axis operations advanced well into Egypt that rail

became available to supplement the WC. However, as this Spartan

infrastructure affected transportation, the location of the Axis theater

* .sustainment base influenced transportation as well.

THEATER SUSTINMIENT BASE

The location of the theater support base is critical to the conduct of the

campaign, since a malpositioned support base may adversely influence the

course of operations and perhaps the entire campaign. Although access to
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sealift, transshipment facilities and multiple WOCs are indispensable, thus

location must provide the operational cuonunader the greatest possible freedom

of action. 9  Such was the case for the British forces, but not for the Axis.

Prior to the outbreak of the war, the British had planned, surveyed and begun

the construction of major logistic facilities in Egypt capable of serving the

10Mediterranean fleet and a large army with a supporting air force. With

this in mind, the British possessed a sustainment base of considerable size in

Egypt. By contrast, Italian logistic facilities were more limited and the

Axis forces were entirely dependent on sea transport even for their lost

elementary requirements. 11  Following their retreat from Cyrenaica, the

Italians were reduced to a single port, Tripoli, for unloading supplies.

Consequently, %hen Fnmel arrived in North Africa, the Axis forces possessed

- only a single support base. Because Rxnmel had inadequate port facilities in

his theater support base, he was unable to mintain adequate stocks in the

forward areas. Although Tripoli provided easy access to the SLOCs, its

transshipment capability was limited. Despite its capability of handling

45,000 tons monthly, the Axis forces in February 1941 required 70,000 tons of

supplies per month. 12  Further, the port was located some 300 miles from

"4 the forces at Sirte. As the campaign unfolded, Rmmnl required and added the

ports of Benghazi and Tobruk as intermediate support bases. However, the

impact of Tripoli as a support base upon transportation was not as significant

as the ever-extending LOC.

LINES OF OMMUNICATION (Map L)

The North African campaign illustrates the importance of lines of

ccmmunication to campaign execution. 1 3  Due to the very nature of the
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infrastructure, Axis sustainment was limited to a single LOC - Via Balbia

throughout the campaign. Further, operations conducted over North Africa's

vast expanses continually extended and strained this logistic tether. In

February 1941, the front was stabilized at Sirte 4iich was 300 miles from the

Axis support base. Even by German doctrinal standards the Axis LC was

already overextended some 100 miles since 200 miles was considered the limit

for effective transport by motor vehicle. 14  As Rmml began his

offensive, his LOC was already considerably overextended (see figure 1). As

the campaign unfolded, only the capture and use of Benghazi and Thbruk as

intermediate support bases eased the overstrained LOC and transport system.

As Benghazi and Tobruk became intermediate support bases, SLOCs originating

fram Italy were similarly extended. In isolation, this overextension of the

LOC and SLOCs was not as significant as its effect on Axis transport vehicles

and shipping.

AXIS SUSTAINMENT BASES
Tripoli Benghazi Tobruk

Sirte 300
El Agheila 470
Benghazi 700 -

Gazala 900 280
Tobruk 1000 300 -

* Sollum 1100 400 100
El Alamein 1350 800 350

figure 1: LOC distances
15

TRANS PORATION

Initially, Axis transport, both wntor vehicle and shipping was sufficient
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to meet requirements. During the period February-May 1941, the Italian

merchant fleet succeeded in transporting 325,000 tons of supply and material

against a monthly requirement of 70,000 tons. 1 6  With the front at Sirte,

and then at El Agheila, motor transport supply remained feasible. However, as

the depth of operations increased motor transport became strained. In

November 1941, this situation was exacerbated further. With forces at Tobruk,

Sollum and Halfaya Pass, bommel extended his LOC to dangerous lengths. Of

course, R:Nmel realized this and demanded additional motor transport and

pressed the Italians to make greater use of Benghazi. 17  However, Rommel

failed to seize Tobruk and the Italians were reluctant to use Benghazi as

their larger ships had difficulty in entering the harbor. Moreover, the sea

route to Benghazi was longer and more vulnerable, and the Italians possessed

insufficient fuel for the extra escorts required. Finally, the port itself

was badly damaged. 18  Its port capacity was reduced to 24,000 tons per

month due to air attacks during February-March 1941. Consequently, the

Italians directed the bulk of their shipping to Tripoli. With Benghazi

rendered useless, 1omnel was forced to use coastal shipping to supplement his

motor transport. Although coastal shipping was capable of transporting 29,000

tons per month in May 1941, its vulnerability to interdiction soon reduced

this capacity to 15,000 tons. 19  Hence, motor transport continued to be

4. strained.

As we have just seen, Axis operational sustainment and transport depended

V principally on tne use of motor vehicles. Fran the time of Operation Crusader

in Novemeber 1941 until the second battle of El Alamein, the effectiveness of

Axis motor transport was degraded for a number of reasons. It was chiefly the

overall result of insufficient coastal shipping, the Italian reluctance to
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utilize Benghazi and Tobruk fully, insufficient rail and rolling stock,

British sea and air interdiction and insufficient numbers of transport

vehicles. At the same time Panzer Group Afrika lost half of its motor

transport in Operation Crusader.20 However, the impact of this shortfall

was not readily apparent as the Axis withdrawal shortened the LOC.

Consequently, when the second offensive unfolded, the shortfall in transport

vehicles became increasingly apparent as the operation wore on. Alone, this

shortfall may have precipitated Rommel's offensive culminating point earlier

if it had not been for the seizure of vast stocks of trucks and fuel stocks

with the capture of Tbbruk. In their advance to El Alamein, Panzer Armee

Afrika captured some 3900 trucks and 1900 tons of urgently needed fuel. 21

As historian I. S. 0. Playfair observed, it was the captured stocks that book

the army to Alamein. However, even the captured use of vehicles to

supplement his rrotor transport failed to provide a final solution. With 85%

of all Axis motor transport consisting of captured British and Anerican

vehicles, the lack of repair parts coupled with the overextended LOC - 1350

miles to Tripoli - resulted in only 65% of these vehicles available for

use.23  Tb ease this shortfall and shorten the LOC, Rcmmel continued to

press the Italians to increase the use of Benghazi and Tobruk. However,

continued sea and air interdiction forced the Italians to use primarily

Tripoli.24  By the battle of Alam Halfa in August-September 1942, the Axis

transport crisis had become critical. TO illustrate this situation, David A.

Wood demonstrates that Rowmel's daily transport requirement was 2,264,500

ton-miles, yet his daily transport capability was only 1,344,000 ton-miles.

This 920,500 ton-mile translated into a daily shortfall of 892 tons.25

The criticality of this shortfall becames apparent when contrasted with the

daily requirement of 350 tons for an Axis armored division. Moreover, stocks
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of 5000 tons of fuel at Benghazi and 7000 tons of amnunition at Tobruk while

Panzer Armee Afirka lacked fuel ind amnmunition at El Alamein provides further

evidence of the magnitude of the transport failure. 26  Of the situation,

Field Marshal Kesselring noted that in brmmel's rear area fuel was freely

issued in any amount to columns on the road and that only at the front, where

it was most important, was it lacking.27 Having examined the magnitude of

*the transport failure, let us now turn our attention to the impact and effect

of British interdiction of Axis transportation.

INTERDICTION

North Africa illustrates the importance of uninterrupted sustainment

throughout all phases of the campaign. In concert with the Axis transport

shortfall, British sea and air interdiction of Axis SLOCs and LOC played a

decisive role in the interruption of sustainment. British ULTRA intercepts

provided the means with which to develop an effective interdiction plan. 28

The interdiction of the SLOCs had two principal effects. First, successful

shipping strixes during the period September-December 1941 and August-November

1942 denied the Axis forces urgently needed supplies. With a monthly

requirement of 100,000-116,000 tons of supply, British interdiction resulted

in a shortfall of about 50,000 tons per month during this period (see

figure 2).29 Of particular note is the British interdiction performance

during Operation Crusader, the battle of Alam Halfa and the second battle of

El Alamein where an average of 44% of enemy tonnage was sunk. Secondly, as

the SLOCs to Benghazi and Tobruk were more vulnerable to Malta-based warships

and aircraft and land-based aircraft in Egypt, interdiction forced the Italian

merchant fleet to utilize Tripoli. In turn, the diversion of shipping to
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Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage
Month Disembarked Lost Lost (%)

Jun 41 125,076 5,695 4.4
Jul 41 62,700 15,190 19.5
Aug 41 83,900 13,090 13.5
Sep 41 67,400 26,210 28.0
Oct 41 73,600 18,400 20.0
Nov 41 30,000 48,950 62.0
Dec 41 39,000 8,560 18.0
Jan 42 66,000 - less than 1.0
Feb- Mar 42 107,000 10,590 9.0
Apr 42 150,000 - less than 1.0
May 42 86,000 6,470 7.0
Jun 42 32,300 9,130 22.0
Jul 42 91,500 5,830 6.0
Aug 42 51,600 25,360 33.8
Sep 42 77,200 19,300 20.0
Oct 42 46,000 36,140 44.0
Nov 42 94,000 20,630 18.0

figure 2: Interdiction and SLOC peformance
30

Tripoli only exacerbated the already overextended LOC. Eboever, as

significant as their SLOC interdiction, British air interdiction of port

facilities further contributed to the Axis transport and supply problem.

In addition to the Italian merchant fleet, Axis ports of discharge became

the second of three decisive points that the British attacked to unhinge the

enemy center of gravity. Relying chiefly on air interdiction, the RAF

habitually attacked Benghazi, Ibbruk, Derna and Bardia. As such, air attack'

precluded Axis use of the smaller ports of Derna and Bardia. 4oreover, the

air interdiction of Tobruk and Benghazi caused such damage that these ports

were significantly degraded. Damage to Tobruk reduced its daily capacity from

1500 tons to only 600 tons and Benghazi was similarly reduced to 800 tons as

opposed to its capacity of 2700 tons. 3 1  As bottlenecks ensued the cargo
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ships waiting to unload their stocks remained vulnerable to further

interdiction. Consequently, this interdiction diverted Italian cargo ships in

Vsome cases to Benghazi, as well as toward Tripoli.

As interdiction increased the vulnerability of the LOC, the supply columns

became a third decisive point. Throughout Operation Crusader and the battles

of Alam Halfa and El Alamein, marauding British armored cars and light tanks

and constant air interdiction created havoc among Axis transport. Inflicting

such heavy damage, air interdiction reduced Axis movement to the hours of

darkness. As the RAF was now concentrated in Eypt, even resupply at night

became precarious. During July 1942, ammel observed, "It is hardly possible

to supply the army at night, as the roads are almost completely denied by

enemy air activity." 32  Aside the 35% non-availability rate previously

cited, continued air attack of the LOC resulted in a daily loss rate of 30

vehicles.
33

Having examined the infrastructure, sustainment base, lines of

communication, ransportation and interdiction upon Axis sustainment, let us

summarize our findings.

* SUMMARY

The North Africa campaign provides us many insights into operations within

a secondary and austere theater. To sunarize why the German-Italian campaign

failed, we can note four principal reasons. First and foremost, the

foundations of strategy and operational art are closely tied to logistics.

North Africa was a theater of operations in a secondary theater of war.
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Moreover, it did not have resourcing priority. Consequently, limited

resources necessitate limited operational aims. If operational aims and the

depth of the operations exceed the depth of resources, then resources must be

increased -- contrary to the strategic concept - or an immense degree of risk

accepted. Pxunel's aims in the campaign and the depth of his operations

consistently exceeded his sustainment capability. Secondly as demonstrated in

North Africa, austere operational sustainment and limited resourcing are

inherent in a secondary theater. Accordingly if aims exceed the means,

sustainment shortfalls will hasten and precipitate the operational offensive

culminating point. Third and critical to an overseas and austere theater,

sustainment is chiefly dependent on transport. As Winston Churchill noted in

1899, "supply and transport stand or fall together; history depends on

both." 3 4  As demonstrated in our analysis, such was the case in North

Africa. The ineffectiveness of the SLOCs linking the theater of war

sustainment base to the theater of operations contributed significantly to the

Axis failure. Hence, the management, control and protection of SLOCs had a

major impact on the effectiveness of cperarational sustainment. Furthermore,

as in the case of the SLOCs, the management, control and protection of EOCs

within the theater of operations impact upon operational sustainment. Finally

and most significant was the synergistic effect of interdiction upon

transportation assets, systems and transshipment nodes. In summation

operational aims beyond the depth of sustainment resourcing and transport

created preconditions such that transport became a decisive point and

interdiction the means to unhinge the operational center of gravity.

Considering these conditions, let us summarize the effect of sustainment

and look specifically at the impact of transportation upon campaign execution
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in a secondary theater of war. First, as supply is dependent upon transport,

transport shortfalls or failures will hasten, if not precipitate one's

culminating point. Secondly, and most importantly, in an overseas theater of

significant depth where mbility is paramount, transport becomes a decisive

point at the operational level. Winston Churchill stmmarized this nore

eloquently when he noted, "victory is the beautiful, bright-colored flower.

Transport is the stem without which it could never blossom." 35

IV. TRANSPORTATION - A CNTEMPORARY ANALYSIS

If our historically derived imperatives demonstrating the effect of

transportation upon campaign execution are to have any relevance to

contemporary application in a potential Southwest Asia theater of war, we must

contrast the two theaters and examine the AirLand battefield where campaigns

will be waged.

SOL)THIEST ASIAN THEATER OF WhR

To contrast Southwest Asia as a theater of war with the World War II

theater in North Africa, certain assumptions must be made. First, like the

'4 Mediterranean theater of war, Southwest Asia is presumably a secondary theater

* of war compared to the primary Central European theater. Further, Iran is the

primary theater of operations within the Southwest Asia theater as bbrth

Africa was the primary theater of operations within the Mediterranean. Having

determined our parameters, let us contrast Iran to North Africa as theaters of

operations.
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At first glance several similarities and parallels came to mind.

Geographically, both theaters are principally austere and vast desert

environments. However, unlike North Africa, Iran is predaninently a

mountainous country where only its desert central plateau closely resembles

North Africa. Further, operations in North Africa were conducted along its

coast whereas operations in Iran are likely to be inland. Hence, EOCs will

diverge from the coast rather than parallel it. However, the operational

depth of Iran suggests that offensive operations conducted there will stretch

*. and tax LOCs to the breaking point. Having quickly examined the geography,

* let us now turn our attention to the infrastructure and the theater

sustainment base.

As in North Africa, Iran possesses limited infrastructure. Apart frm

Bandar Abbas which has a daily capacity of 15,000 tons, most ports along the

gulf are more limited and as such will most likely require logistics-over-the-

shore (LOTS) to supplement them. Further, as with the Via Balbia in North

Africa, paved road surfaces moving inland are also in disrepair. Further,

rail in Iran is also limited and in the same state of disrepair as its roads.

Considering the infrastructure, the most likely location for a theater support

base would be Bandar Abbas due to its access to sealift, airlift and LOCs.

Finally, as in North Africa, Iran will be an immature overseas theater and

will depend chiefly upon sea and airlift for everything required to conduct

combat. This leads us to the forces which will conduct these combat

operations.

Given that Central Europe will require priority of forces and resources,

*1 for Southwest Asia a 2 corps - 5 division force is possible, but a single
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corps of 3 divisions is more likely. Opposing this force will be, for the

sake of this analysis, 1-2 Soviet armies of perhaps 6-10 divisions. However,

similar to the British in North Africa, Soviet forces will enjoy certain

inherent advantages. First, Soviet forces will have shorter LOCs compared to

the extended SLOCs and ALOCs of US forces. Secondly, the Soviet sustainment

bases will be more extensive than the initial theater sustainment base that US

forces must build up. Thirdly, Soviet forces would likely operate on interior

lines. Given these conditions, US forces like the Axis forces in North Africa

will be vulnerable to the interdiction of their sustainment.

To illustrate the potential effect of interdiction, let us examine the

logistical requirement of a US force. Current logistic planning factors

m"' identify a daily requirement of 5740 tons to support a 3 division force and

10,990 tons to support a 2 corps, 5 division force. 1  These figures

translate into a monthly requirement of 172,110 and 329,000 tons respectively,

V of which the port of Bandar Abbas can supply 450,000 tons. Further, to

transport this tonnage to the forward tactical formations in one line haul per

day, 11 and 21 truck companies would be required respectively. However, one

must consider the impact of interdiction on the port, LOCs and SLOCs.

In the case of North Africa, both Benghazi and Tobruk were reduced to a

third of their capacity. Given technological advances in munitions and their

delivery systems, a similar reduction at Bandar Abbas is not unlikely.

-. Accordingly, its capacity could be reduced to 150,000 tons and sustainment

shortfalls would follow. Interdiction of the LOCs by air or special

operations forces (SOFs) as in North Africa would also exacerbate operational

sustainment. Pdditionally, if LCC interdiction successfully reduced transport
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to the hours of darkness, the capability of truck companies to transport

supplies 420 miles - one day's line haul -- would be cut in half. Finally,

as the British benefited from ULTRA intercepts, Soviet intelligence satellites

as well as other SIGINT and ELINT systems promise that SLOCs will be monitored

and most likely interdicted. Having contrasted the two theaters, let us now
J.

turn our attention to the AirLand battlefield bhere campaigns will be

conducted.

THE AIRLAND BA-T='LFIELD

According to FM 100-5, Operations, the future battlefield is likely to be

.41 chaotic, intense and highly destructive. Increased lethality coupled with the

rapid massing of forces afforded by technological advancements in weapons,

acquisition and nDbility systems promises that units that are acquired and

located will be defeated. Further, lethality and electronic jamning

developments promise to disrupt comnand, control and communications (C3 )

equipment thereby greatly increasing friction and uncertainty. Moreover, the

attack of comand control nodes along with casualties among leaders will

result in a confused and disordered environment. This potential battlefield

will also be characterized as nonlinear. Rapid movement to concentrate or

disperse promises that units will become islands of conflict as engagements

and battles degenerate. The use of unconventional and special operating

forces coupled with the tremendous nobility of conventional forces and fluid

nature of combat will add to this condition. Further, this battlefield will

likely see the employment of nuclear and chemical weapons adding to its chaos

and destructiveness. As mobile units fight throughout their depth, lines of

ccmmunication will become overextended and vulnerable to interdiction. The
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prevalence of obstacles encountered throughout the battlefield will also

Tipede the mrovement of logistics. Consequently, this battlefield will be

* characterized by its austere logistic support. 2

SUMMARY

Having contrasted the two theaters and examined the AirLand battlefield

where campaigns will be conducted, we note several similarities between the

* two theaters and between the AirLard battlefield and that of 1940-43 North

Africa. Bothi theaters are similar geographically as wll as in their

infrastructure. Further, the size and depth of a Southwest Asian theater,

* specifically Iran, promises to influence operational sustainment as North

Africa did in World War II. Finally, as North Africa was chiefly depended on

SLCCS, Southwest Asia also will be dependent on sea and airlift. If we

contrast operations in North Africa with the Airlard battlefield, A also note

similarities. Axis operations in Nobrth Africa were on many occasions

nonlinear and the tempo characterized as fluid. Further, the North African

campaign witnessed integrated sea, air and land operations. The battles and

operations during the summer-fall of 1942 typified AirLand operations. The

use of Long-Range Desert Groups and SAS forces with marauding armo~red vehicles

added depth taD the battle. With regard to transportation, shortfalls hastened

by extended depth and interdiction will precipitate one's culminating point.

* Secondly, and most imortantly in an overseas theater of significant depth,

transport becomes a decisive point at the operational level.



V. (ONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Fran our historical and contemporary analysis, we have seen the importance

of operational sustainment and specifically transportation to campaign

execution. Essentially, in planning and executing a campaign, maneuvering

operational/tactical units X number of miles to secure an operational

objective requires Y number of tons of supply and Z nmber of transportation

assets. Clearly, the North African campaign demonstrated the effect of

sustainment and transportation upon campaign execution when supply and

transport cannot support the depth of operational objectives. Moreover, we

concluded that transporation shortfalls hastened by extended depth will

precipitate one's culminating point and more importantly in an austere and

immature theater, as most likely will be the case in Southwest Asia, that

transport becomes a decisive point. Considering these findings, let us

contrast our conclusions to doctrine.

Current logistic doctrine as espoused by FM 100-16 Support operations:

Echelons Above Corps is inadequate for a number of reasons. First, it fails

to address theater sustainment within the operational level context of

campaigns and major cperations. Secondly, although it states that austerity

will be rule of logistics, the central framework of this doctrinal manual

revolves principally around a mature theater where third party or host nation

(HN) support is possible. More significantly, it assumes the availability of

a somewhat extensive theater infrastructure. Therefore, we must question the

applicability of this doctrine to an austere theater. Thirdly, with respect

to the criticality of transportation, FM 100-16 only recognizes the

vulnerability of ports to enemy interdiction. However, it fails to caution
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the reader as to the effect of transport interdiction upon operations and

campaigns. Rather, it stresses the importance of cur ability to conduct

LOiS. Moreover, it evades the impact of transport shortfalls - likely in

an austere theater - by stressing tranport will be accomplished by host

nation rail and highway support to the maximum possible extent. 2

Elaborating further, it adds:

During the early stages of hostilities the HN provides the bulk
of the transportation services in the COMMZ except for the
movement control and Army airlift. As the theater matures, US
military transportation is deployed to augment HN or third
country support. It is essential that prior arrangements be made
to ensure compatibil ity between HN and US equipment for discharge
of supplies and equipment. Terminal transfer services will be
provided by HN or third country support to transfer cargo between3
transport nodes at sea, rail, highway and inland water terminals.

Consequently, we question the relevance of a doctrine that stresses

extensively the use of HN support in an immature and austere theater such as

Southwest Asia. Clearly, North Africa has shown us the consequence of limited

infrastructure, particularly limited rail and host nation support. Although

FM 100-16 proves inadequate with respect to the significance of

transportation, FM 100-5, Operations on the other hand offers logistic and

operational planners and practitioners many valuable insights.

With respect to operational sustaiment, FM 100-5 regards transportation

as both a major sustairnent system and as a key sustainment function. Further

it not only recognizes austerity but stresses that austere logistics will be

the central characteristic of the AirLand battlefield. Consequently, it

addresses several critical areas and their impact with respect to

transportation. Unlike FM 100-16, FM 100-5 recognizes that the continuity of
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sustainment is provided diefly by U)Cs. Elaborating further, it emphasizes

and cautions that the nunber, location and quality of WOCs may well determine

the very structure and tempo of the campaign. 4  With this in mind, it

addresses the necessity and importance of altering LoCs, establishing

sustainment priorities and forward staging in the event of WCC overextension.

With respect to extended LOCs, it states:

The length of the LOC directly affects combat power. Longer LOC
consume more resources themselves, making fewer resources
available to combat units. Long LOC are more susceptible to
interdiction, need more transportation and maintenance support,
and require earl ier forecasting of requirements and longer lead
time for delivery. Longer LOC also require more engineer effort,
traffic control, and protection. The operational commander must

.1*' therefore seek to support each phase of his campaign efficiently,
and as the campaign progresses, adjust his LOC and support
bases. 5

If we contrast this passage to the previous one from FM 100-16, it is

clearly evident that the authors of FM 100-5 recognized the logistic lessons

-'of the North African campaign.

In summation, this study concludes that current logistic doctrine as

espoused by FM 100-16 with respect to transportation at the operational level

of war is inadequate. By contrast, cperational sustainment doctrine as

articulated in FM 100-5 is both sound and adequate. Historical evidence

presented in this study does substantiate the manual's doctrinal discussion

that transport shortfalls hastened by depth or interdiction will precipitate

culmination.
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requirements as 24,000 tons for DAK, 20,000 tons for future operations, 9000
tons for the Luftwaffe, and 63,000 tons for the Italian forces in theater or a
total monthly requirement of 116,000 tons.

30. Playfair, The Mediterranean and Middle East, Volume II, p. 281 and Volume

III, pp. 107, 158, 163, 189 and 327.

31. van Creveld, Supplying War, p. 187.

32. Pitt, Year of Alamein, 1942, p. 145.

33. Palyfair, The Mediterranean and Middle East, Volume III, p. 339.

34. Robert Debs Heinl, Jr, Dictionary of Military and Naval Quotations,
(Annapolis, 1965), p. 175.

35. Ibid, p. 330.
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